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When considering a change in your career, there’s a stark difference
between making the decision and taking the leap of action.
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Though both involve much consideration and planning, the distinction
often lies in the availability and access to the right resources, so that
you feel equipped and confident to leap.

Forward thinking, goal setting and continuous development are some
of the critical elements that are explored in this document — and this is
only beginning.

It can feel like you are leaping off a cliff but having done a few pivots
in my lifetime – from lawyer, to banker to CEO – it’s well worth
the effort. With the right planning and self-belief there will be a
trampoline waiting for you!

Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand has developed an
online data decision driven diagnostic model called Capability + that
describes exactly what’s expected of the future workforce of CAs. It
provides a structured way for our members to assess their technical
and non-technical personal, business and leadership capabilities
throughout different career stages.

One of my priorities is to ensure we are continually providing
exceptional value to members throughout the entire lifecycle of
their careers.
CAs may face a myriad of changes over the course of their career —
positive or negative, expected or unexpected — and this rings especially
true in recent times. The pressures from the COVID-19 pandemic
have not only impacted traditional work lifestyles, but also emphasised
the vital role the profession has in advising businesses, communities
and economies.

This will inform the creation of self-assessment tools and will be
applied across our learning and knowledge-sharing activities, to
improve your ability to be flexible, innovate, adapt and respond with
agility — and maintain resilience in the face of challenges.
So be inspired, feel empowered and have the confidence to take that
leap forward. We will be with you every step of the way.

Job search checklist
Additional resources
Contacts
Acknowledgments
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Given these circumstances, the future can seem unpredictable and
challenging, which requires the ability to more precisely plan for an
adaptable career. This toolkit provides practical and relevant resources
to inspire and empower you, whether you are in the early, middle or
latter stages of your career.

Ainslie van Onselen LLB MAppFin
Chief Executive Officer
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand
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Career paths, whether meticulously mapped out
or built on serendipitous circumstance, sometimes
go awry. New CAs, emboldened by a new
qualification, may find jobs and then be faced with
life-changing events in the following years. They
may be promoted or demoted, asked to take on
specialist roles, become a team leader or manager
— or they jump ship for a better salary or more
fulfilling role. Maybe they even start their own
firms.

A career transition — even a decision to move into
a new role within your profession — can be a big
decision with lifelong consequences.

Organisations grow, restructure, are taken over,
or go out of business, and technology disrupts
traditional ways of working. Redundancies
can affect junior employees to the most senior
executives. Personal life events, too, can have a huge
impact on anyone’s career.

Included are links to additional resources, as well
as profiles of CA ANZ members who made farreaching changes at different stages of their career.

You can’t plan for everything. But having some idea
of what you want from your career, and having
the right tools to work through how to get there,
will empower you to better navigate the world of
work and help you make the most of your skills,
knowledge and experience.

This document provides a starting point to help
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand
(CA ANZ) members plan an adaptable career path.
It is especially relevant to those looking to transition
their careers, given the new pressures and rapid
change as a result of COVID-19.

Members also have access to:
CA WELLBEING RESOURCES

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
ADVISORY GROUP
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You’re a CA and are working in
your chosen profession. So what
next? Planning your career is
important if you want to achieve
specific goals.
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Be mindful
Start with some self reflection, to clarify
in your mind where you are now and what
you want to achieve in your work life. This
is an opportunity to look at your current
role and assess how you are progressing in
your career.
Keep a record of the work you particularly
enjoy with a specific client, sector or
environment and ask why? Does it tie with
my values and principles and beliefs?
Then widen the focus, look at the bigger
picture and ask yourself in general :
›› What motivates me and why?
›› What challenges me and why?
›› What frustrates me and why?
›› What excites me and why?1
The answers to these questions will
inform your next career steps.
With follow up questions you can flesh
out your career plan.

Further reading

What’s my time frame for achieving my
goals?
›› Where do I see myself then?
›› What are my skills and strengths?
›› What am I missing to achieve my
goals? 2
These aren’t always easy questions to
answer. Discuss these issues with someone
you trust. Talk to your peers about their
plans. Use your networks, a mentor or
someone who can give you insights into
accounting industry expectations, market
and trends.
It’s important that your plans, timeframes
and goals are flexible within the context of
the unpredictable environment.

Chartered Accountants Ireland

THINKING WITH AGILITY –
AN ESSENTIAL SKILL FOR
CAREER SUCCESS

Practice Agility
While you should have a plan,
it’s important to be agile in your
thinking from early in your career
so you don’t miss opportunities.
Karin Lanigan, Head of Member
Experience with Chartered
Accountants Ireland, says thinking
skills, not technical skills, determine
success. “The art of thinking
with agility is learning to flex
your reasoning and deliberation
depending on the situation that
you are faced with and knowing
when to do so.”3 Lanigan suggests
you experiment with flexing your
thinking and review what impact
it has. With practice new neural
pathways will develop in your
brain that will help you to become
a more agile thinker.

YOUR CAREER IS A
MARATHON, ENJOY THE
JOURNEY

KEEP AN OPEN MIND
FUTURE PROOF YOUR
CAREER

1

https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/
future-proof-your-career

2

https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/
keep-an-open-mind

3

https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/
thinking-with-agility---an-essential-skill-forcareer-success
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Sometimes, something happens that leads
you to review your career. It’s worth
pausing to work out how you can use it.
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Travel, study, caring for a parent or becoming a parent are just a few events that may
prompt you to change your perspective or direction.
Staying in one job your whole career is no longer the norm, and it’s totally accepted
to head off in a different direction. But in order to make a purposeful shift in a new
direction, going through an intentional process to navigate a career change4, you need to
identify what your goals are.
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David Riordan FCA, Career counsellor and coach,
suggests you:

Set goals

1 Assess yourself – know your key
strengths, likes, dislikes, passions.

4 Research and explore each path on
your list.

Take action

2 Make a list of new but related
directions to explore.

5 Network with people in the related
areas

3 Consider the pros and cons of
making a change or no change

6 Write a career action plan detailing
your projected steps in the
transition process.
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When you aren’t satisfied with aspects of your work, making change can trigger
emotions, such as anxiety. Sometimes your plans can be thrown off track by changing
circumstances. Mentoring or counselling can help prepare you to adapt and pivot.

CA Ireland

HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
PIVOT YOUR CAREER
Harvard Business Review

MANAGING YOURSELF:
TURN THE JOB YOU HAVE
INTO THE JOB YOU WANT

Job crafting
Especially in this post COVID-19
period when it might be difficult
to find a new job, consider “job
crafting”5, to mould your existing
role into one that will incorporate
your motives, strengths and
passions. This prompts you to
visualize the job, map its elements,
and reorganise them to better suit
you. You can put personal touches
on how you do your job and gain
a greater sense of control and
fulfilment when your work aligns
with your strengths and passions.
Job crafting’s best feature is it’s
driven by you, not your supervisor.

RAMP UP YOUR CAREER
AFTER PARENTAL LEAVE

4

How to successfully pivot your career

5

Managing Yourself: Turn the Job You Have
into the Job You Want
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CASE STUDY:
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Luke Kemeys left a well-paying Chartered
Accountant role in Auckland to take the
plunge and start his own firm just before he
turned 30, with fellow accountant Phil Smith.
“We really wanted to do something that was
more in line with our values. We felt we had
so much more to add to clients and to the
world and needed the space to prove it,” he
says..
Starting nextAdvisory with a business
partner was a big bonus for Kemeys: “If you
have a partner, it makes a big difference
because you’ve got somebody to hold you
accountable,” he says. “You can bounce things
off each other for a reality check.”
While many new firms buy another firm’s
clients, Kemeys and Smith started from the
ground up. “It’s been a lot of fun, although
right at the start it was a bit scary. We

wanted to build from scratch, to be doing the
work that we wanted; to be in the advisory
space helping aspirational business owners
improve their business,” Kemeys says.
The pair used LinkedIn, Facebook and
Instagram to find clients, using paid adverts
on Facebook and offering a lot of free
business advice and webinars. Building
relationships with potential clients can take
many months using social media, but Kemeys
says it pays off. Three years on, they have got
clients who are the right fit for their business.
Kemeys and Smith are determined to run a
modern practice: they both work from home,
communicate with clients virtually, and use a
suite of cloud-based accounting software. “It’s
what our clients want,” Kemeys says.
His advice to other CAs is ”have a crack at
achieving your dream.” Take risks and be

prepared to be out of your comfort zone for a
while.
“It’s okay to take a couple of steps back
to then be able to start taking some giant
strides forward,” he says. “Taking a pay cut
initially may seem frightening, but it might be
a bit of short term pain and all of a sudden
you’re back earning more and you’re also
doing work that’s more fulfilling than ever.”
Kemeys says that, by nature, many
accountants suffer “analysis paralysis”: which
is needing too much detailed data to make
decisions. Kemeys likens it to jumping out of
a plane with a parachute. “You have to feel
confident the parachute will open but you
don’t need to know exactly when it will open
because it’s difficult to have that certainty
in business.”
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Losing your job can take an emotional and financial toll.
The silver lining may be a positive change.
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Redundancy can be voluntary or
involuntary. Where it’s forced, it can shake
your sense of identity and confidence,
create financial anxiety and affect your
personal life.

›› Services Australia can ensure you get
the right pay out.
›› Assess your current skills and
experience. What are your strengths
and what needs updating. Is it worth
doing some retraining?

Most people who lose their job suffer a
sense of loss. It’s normal to go through
stages of grief. Psychiatrist Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross6 identified five stages of grief:
denial, anger, bargaining, depression and
acceptance. The process isn’t necessarily
linear and people can return to an earlier
stage even when they think they have
moved on.

›› Focus on your strengths rather than
trying to fix weaknesses. You are
more likely to achieve your potential
by building on what you are already
good at and what you find inherently
motivating.

Facing forward
Redundancy may be the stimulus to
push you out of your comfort zone into
something better. But you need to be
proactive:
›› Deal with your finances, create a
budget and minimise unnecessary
expenses
›› Check out the Fairwork or
Employment NZ website to know
your legal redundancy rights.

Further reading
CA Ireland

REDUNDANCY CAN MEAN
OPPORTUNITY
Harvard Business Review

MAKING SENSE OF THE FUTURE
AFTER LOSING A JOB YOU LOVE

Bridges’ model of change

›› Take control. Think strategically and
look at the big picture to make a Plan
A , B and even C.

Developed by American organisational consultant, William Bridges, the model has
three stages:

›› Get support from people you trust:
family, friends, colleagues, mentor or
coach.

Endings - starts when you identify what you’re losing and learn how to manage
these losses. You determine what’s over, what you’ll leave behind and what you’ll
keep.

It’s almost inevitable that you will be made
redundant at some stage in your career.
Having this mindset means you can take
a proactive approach to maintaining your
network and having a strategy.

6

Kübler-Ross, E. On Death and Dying, Scribner, NY, 1969.

7

Bridges, W and S Managing Transitions:
Making the Most of Change, Hachette, London, 2017.

Neutral Zone - comes after letting go, when the old reality is over but the
new one hasn’t totally begun. This is when critical psychological realignments
and repatternings take place, when you’re in flux and you may feel confusion or
distress.
New Beginnings -The final stage is the new beginning. In a well-managed
transition you’ll understand your purpose and how to participate most effectively
to feel reoriented and renewed.
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This is a time to reassess career
goals, think about your legacy,
passing on your knowledge and
start planning for retirement.
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Older workers value
Age is more than just a number. You’ve
spent a lifetime building your personal
resources, skills and networks. With
changing attitudes to retirement and to
flexible work you can decide whether
you want to continue working in paid
or unpaid roles, contribute to your
organisation and to fulfil other aspects of
your life at the same time.
As an older CA , you’ve built a legacy over
your career because of your loyalty, pride
in a job well done and work ethic. You also
play an important role as a mentor, passing
on your intellectual capital, business
acumen, experience, knowledge and
technical skills to more junior colleagues.
Those people that feel in control of
their retirement have a better transition
into it, according to research from
Macquarie University Associate Professor
Joanne Earl 9. The first step is deciding
when you want to retire and why.

“Sometimes it’s worth taking a step back
to stop and think before you leap out of
work because it’s much harder to go back
once you’ve made that exit,” Earl says.

Retirement planning

Consult a career adviser, financial adviser,
a doctor or even a psychologist before
you leave, she says. Assess your wealth
and your health to determine how
long you think you should stay in paid
employment.
Consider why you want to go and if maybe
it’s worth tapering your role and making it
gradual rather than sudden.

Having the financial backing to transition to retirement is important. Looking
between the two most recent Australian Bureau of Statistics Household Income
and Wealth surveys, 143,000 people reported themselves as retired and then in the
next survey they were back out looking for work again.

Further reading
CA ANZ

ACUITY – HOW TO RETIRE HAPPILY
CA Ireland

TOP TIPS FOR FCAS SEEKING A
ROLE DURING THE CORONAVIRUS
PANDEMIC

AGE IS MORE THAN JUST A NUMBER

Contacts
Acknowledgments
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8

https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/age-is-morethan-just-a-number

9

Donaldson, T., Earl, J.K.. Muratore A.M.“Extending the
integrated model of retirement adjustment” in the Journal
of Vocational Behavior. 2010.

Years before you exit, Earl suggests dividing your retirement plans into ‘buckets’ to
address the issues that contribute to a successful retirement. The areas to address:
are your health, wealth, emotional and social wellbeing.

“The two main reasons were they ran out of money and they were bored,” Earl
says. After COVID-19, many people may have to reconsider the timing of their
retirement because their superannuation has been affected. Health considerations
are also important — nearly one in five Australians retire early due to ill health.
To have a meaningful, active and engaged retirement, Earl suggests starting early —
before you leave paid work — to develop your interests, hobbies, volunteering roles
and networking in all those areas. Also consider how your partner’s interests and
hobbies coincide with yours.
“If you’re interested in leadership in your retirement, maybe start volunteering for
committees in the CA ANZ, on boards or in community organisations,” she says.
“You also may need to do training to develop skills before you retire so you can
enjoy a new side hustle when you do.”
Consider mentoring people to pass on your wisdom to the next generation.
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Louise Edwards was the first in her bluecollar family to go to university. She took a
commerce degree and majored in accounting.
It led to a varied 25-year career and her
last role as CEO of Perpetual Trust (now
Perpetual Guardian Trust).
The 2011 Christchurch earthquake changed
Edwards’ mindset, her career and life
goals forever. “Absolutely everyone in
Christchurch was affected in some way,” she
says. “Suddenly, life seemed so short and
I reevaluated what was important to me.
It wasn’t just my career, but my family, my
friends and my health.”
Edwards conducted a “self audit’’ to assess
what she felt she could offer. “I went through
a process of reflecting inwardly, as well as
looking at what opportunities there were,
to decide what sectors interest me, where I
thought I would add value and how I stand
out from other people.”

The role that aligned best with her personal
and professional goals was to serve as a
director on a variety of boards. So she joined
the Institute of Directors in New Zealand and
took some courses to expand her skills and
deepen her knowledge and understanding of
how boards worked.
Just months before the earthquake, she’d
resigned from her previous position and
worked as a consultant before becoming
CEO of Rātā Foundation — one of the largest
philanthropic organisations in Australasia.
Her career sidestep into full-time governance
has resulted in an impressive involvement in
not-for-profits. She serves on the boards of
the National Provident Fund, Credit Union
Baywide, Co-op Money and chairs the
Christchurch Earthquake Children’s Trust.
She is also a trustee of the Canterbury
Business RecoveryTrust, JR McKenzie Trust
and Marlborough Kaikoura Trail Trust and a

director on the boards of Good Shepherd NZ
and Mariposa Ltd.
“It’s really important to me to balance
commercial work with not-for-profits. I am
using my skills and professional expertise in
accounting to actually make a difference to
the community,” says Edwards.
She found her board positions by networking,
being guided and mentored by people who
were already directors, putting her hand up if
people were looking for new board members
and applyinging for advertised positions.
The first directorship is the most important,
she says. “You need to get your teeth into it
and prove you’re worth having around the
board table. Once you’ve got a foot in the
door then that helps open other doors and
other opportunities will follow.”
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Build strong foundations
and develop the mental clarity
to seize opportunities and
tackle challenges.
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Growth Mindset
The term mindset coined by Stanford
Professor Carol Dweck is consistent with
theories of brain plasticity — the brain’s
ability to change through experience10.
A recent meta analysis showed that people
with growth mindsets were more likely
to cope emotionally, while those without
this were more prone to psychological
distress.11
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10

Exercising Your Brain: A Review of Human Brain Plasticity
and Training-Induced Learning

11

Growth mindsets and psychological distress:
A meta-analysis

Professor Carol Dweck12 says that to develop a growth mindset you should:

Realise that your
intelligence and thinking
skills are not fixed, but
can change: Even if you’re
already smart,
you can become more
intelligent.

Become passionate about
learning so you can tackle
challenging situations.
When you face obstacles
it’s easy to slip back into
a fixed mindset. Instead,
reframe the challenge as
a situation you can learn
from, keep growing, stay
the course, improve your
strategies
and become a more
successful CA.

Don’t wait — start now.
Look at setbacks and
feedback as a chance
to learn, try safe-to-fail
activities and challenge
any limiting assumptions.
Decide when, where and
how you will begin using
your new
growth mindset.
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Build Resilience
South Australian psychologist Kathryn McEwen
recommends a seven-step approach to build
resilience at work13:
• Energy: Invest in your physical health by
paying attention to your diet, exercise and
sleep to improve your mood, energy and alter
your prefrontal cortex function.
• Self-care: Manage your workload. Prioritise
and negotiate expectations. Find the balance
between work and home life. Invest in
relaxation, recovery and ‘reset’ activities.
• Adaptability: Maintain perspective and
positivity. Problem solve. Manage your mood
by letting go of what can’t be influenced and
paying attention to what is possible.
• Purpose: Believe in what you do and you’ll
improve your engagement, performance, and
wellbeing. Passion and connection with your
organisation will make you more resilient.

• Support Networks: A sense of belonging
and positive relationships alters the brain’s
function, can improve mood and reduce
distress responses.
• Authenticity: Be self-aware of your personal
strengths and values and find jobs that align
with these. This is more noticeable when
there is disconnect between you and your
role.
• Support: Promote mutual support and open
communication between your colleagues.
Be confident in your strengths but ask for
support, feedback and offer support to
others.
You should never be resilient at all costs,
however. Recruitment specialists advise
shifting from dogged resilience to wellbeing.
Self-care ensures greater endurance allowing
you to enjoy the journey. See it more as a
marathon with the odd sprint, otherwise your
perseverance will suffer.14

CA Ireland

WELL-BEING VS RESILIENCE
CA Library eBooks

THE EXECUTIVE WARRIOR:
40 POWERFUL QUESTIONS TO
DEVELOP MENTAL TOUGHNESS
FOR CAREER SUCCESS
Hays resources

BUILDING A RESILIENT ATTITUDE:
PROFESSIONAL, FINANCE ETC...
LinkedIn learning

ADOPTING A GROWTH MINDSET

12

Dweck, C. Mindset: the psychology of success, Random
House NY, 2006.

13

McEwen, C. Resilience at Work: A framework for coaching
interventions, Working with Resilience 2018.

14

https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/well-beingvs-resilience
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Reflect on your unique qualities and
evaluate where you are in your career to
ensure your next move is positive.
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Know your purpose
Finding your purpose can determine your next career
move. Leadership consultant Nick Craig and Harvard
Business School lecturer Scott Snook say that defining
your “purpose”, the how and why of what you do, helps
you discover who you are, what makes you distinctive15.
Discovering your purpose, and finding the courage to
live it, is perhaps the single most important step you can
undertake in your career. The process of thinking about
your purpose is as important as the purpose itself.
To find this purpose, Craig and Snook suggest you reflect
on your life and look for common threads and themes to
explore your core, lifelong values, passions and strengths.
This self-evaluation process can be exciting, satisfying —
and even confronting.
With an understanding of your purpose and strengths,
project five to 10 years into the future to consider the
possibilities for your career and your life and use this as
your guide.
Use the CA Capability + self assessment tool to help you
identify the skills, mindsets and behaviours that will be
needed for the profession of the future.

A Purposeful LIfe
Film executive and motivational speaker, Adam Leipzig, says you can find your life
purpose by identifying:

WHAT
YOU DO

WHO
YOU DO IT
FOR

WHAT
THOSE PEOPLE
WANT AND NEED

HOW WHAT YOU DO
TRANSFORMS THEM
AS A RESULT16

Asking yourself these questions will frame your purpose and its impact.

Try these apps to discover your strengths

Contacts
Acknowledgments

charteredaccountantsanz.com

15

https://hbr.org/2014/05/from-purpose-to-impact

16

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=om-XLTeQee0

Gallup StrengthsFinder

Strengths Profile

Values in Action
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MENTOR EXCHANGE

Design thinking for career transformation
Natalie Yan-Chatonsky, CEO of Full Time Lives,
applies a design thinking approach to career
transition. She starts by helping people identify
their strengths, passion and purpose. They then
look at the biggest pain point that’s blocking
them from getting to where they want to be.
“Many people feel stuck,” she says. “They
feel paralysed with fear about what to do
next. So my job is to get them unstuck. We
do prototyping, looking at ideal solutions and
finding out what sticks, what’s really attractive
to them in their future.”
Come up with different options and iterations,
look for positive signs of what is working and
when things that aren’t working, tweak it, she
says. “The transition planning process for
your next chapter can be creative and fun,
which makes it less daunting. I teach people to
experiment and explore, not be afraid of testing
out career directions until the right thing works.”

CA ANZ CAPABILITY MODEL
CA ANZ Library

Yan-Chatonsky advises people to look
backwards as well, to reflect and assess the
triggers and motivations that led them to
make impactful change in the past. Then look
outward, to assess the state of the current job
and industry markets and wider trends such
as digital disruption — if there’s no demand for
your ideal role, you need to alter your goals or
timeline and maybe learn new skills.
To gain experience and determine if you like a
particular role or industry, skilled volunteering
may be an option. “This is sometimes
easier with younger people but even senior
executives can do this too and learn and give
so much,” she says. “This often opens up new
opportunities, projects and networks that
wouldn’t have been offered to you because you
don’t have that experience.”

DESIGNING YOUR LIFE:
HOW TO BUILD A WELL-LIVED,
JOYFUL LIFE
DESIGN FOR STRENGTHS:
APPLYING DESIGN THINKING TO
INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM STRENGTHS
Harvard Business Review

FROM PURPOSE TO IMPACT
LinkedIn learning

CREATE YOUR BLUEPRINT FOR A
PERSONAL VISION
FINDING YOUR PURPOSE AT WORK
TedX

HOW TO KNOW YOUR LIFE PURPOSE
IN 5 MINUTES
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Shaye Thyer started her career in traditional
roles in a public accounting firm in Adelaide,
but on returning from maternity leave — and
after profound personal reflection — moved
into a new area.

skills, to pivot around the opportunities to be
particularly impactful so that was perfect.”

“Before I was very much an ‘ice queen’,
solely career driven,” she says. “You wouldn’t
describe me as being a warm, empathetic
person. A completely different human from
who I am now.”

The career change also meant trying harder
to balance personal and work life. “If it’s not
actually making a difference in the world
at that moment, I’m not going to stay in the
office until 8pm and miss dinner with my
girls, because I’m not a heart surgeon. I know
what I do is important. I know that clients,
and their demands, can be tricky to manage
because it’s really important to them.”

accounting technology conference in
Australasia — and mentored app startups
through Xero’s Practice Advisory Council. At
the same time, she mentors and empowers
teenagers through Girl Shaped Flames.

Over the following few years, as she built up
her technology skills, Thyer also recalibrated
her career path with a focus on business
intelligence. She led a key event for the
SA Corporate Sector Advisory Panel in
2018, presented at Xerocon — the largest

“Once I took a breath and realised that I
wanted to learn and grow in my career, I
only had two criteria: the role needed to be
different, and it needed to scare me. I am
a firm believer in the idea that if you’re not
scared, you don’t grow.”

Thyer started back as a part time consultant
and one of her contract roles was to assist
BDO in automating the entire back office,
finance systems and processes of the
Adelaide office.
“The management said to me: ‘We’re old
school, we know it, we were okay with that but
now we don’t want it anymore. Can you come
and make the finance team digital?’ I was
quite deliberate in wanting to diversify my

One of her successes was being able to
redeploy team members into client-facing
roles rather than making them redundant.

Thyer moved into the role of Director of Sales
in March 2020 at MindBridge, a Canadian
company that pioneered the world’s first AIpowered auditing software.
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A self assessment should lead you to set
some broad career and life goals.
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No matter what stage you’re at in your life and career,
setting goals is always an option to focus your energy, says
David Heap, career consultant and executive coach for
partners at Deloittes.
First you should explore the core. “Once you’re clear about
your direction and purpose, then the goals just tumble out
of this,” he says.

Goal steps
Start with clear, short statements defining what you’re
working towards. Then bounce your ideas off people who
know you well and then ask others in your wider network
for opinions.
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Set a timeline to achieve those goals, thinking about the
milestones along the way: short term, intermediate and
longer term goals, when you aim to reach them and how.
None of this is set in stone so you can keep on revising
your goals as you travel through your career or into
retirement.

“Especially at the senior executive level, you need to be
across a lot of areas but you don’t need to be an expert at
all of them. Identify your strengths and build on them,
not your weaknesses. Work in a team environment where
people with that expertise can bring their other areas of
expertise while you work on the numbers.”
At the same time, challenge yourself. Get outside your
comfort zone and learn something new. Even if it’s
not directly related to accountancy it could improve
your wellbeing or build valuable interests and skills for
retirement. Sabah Hussain CA learned Japanese and
became a personal trainer in addition to her full time
accountancy work. “I feel more well-rounded,” she says.
Her skills could also help her with particular clients or an
overseas posting one day.

Further reading
HAY’S CAREER TRANSITION TOOLKIT
STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD

Building skills

Try the SMARTER approach to
setting goals.
• Specific — Be clear and avoid
ambiguous statements.
• Measurable — Quantify what you’ve
achieved and want to achieve.
• Achievable — Keep your goals
reachable as unachievable goals can
be demotivating.
• Realistic — Aim high but take a reality
check about the job market.
• Timely — Create timeframes for
completing steps.
• Empowering — Ensure your goals feel
right for you and make the changes
you want.

It’s also important to match your goals to your skills,
qualifications and experience and identify any gaps early
so you can enrol in courses or get the experience you need.
Focus your skills and experience acquisition by building
on an existing strength, Heap suggests.

• Reviewable — Keep your goals
flexible.17
17

https://www.hays.com.au/career-advice/career-development/
setting-career-goals
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Boosting your personal brand and
active networking are tried and tested
ways to strengthen your career prospects.
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Network and Leadership
Review your personal brand
Whatever your goals, whether it’s convincing a
prospective employer that you’re the right person
for the job, moving to a new role with your existing
employer or transitioning into a fulfilling volunteer
role in retirement, investing in your personal brand
is worthwhile.
Your resume is very important and should be
tailored to each role you apply for. But your
personal brand is more than just your resume.
It also involves your social media profile and
presence. It demonstrates your relationship with
past employers and colleagues, and reveals your
knowledge, areas of expertise, work and personal
networks. Most importantly, it’s your reputation
— what you’re best known for. Many organisations
will want to know that you’re a cultural fit and will
seek to discover this through analysing your profile
across many channels.

Here are some tips:
• Get feedback from a mentor or
manager.
• Consistency is key. Ensure your online
activities and tone are authentic and
align with your goals.
• Be selective which social media
channels you focus on, then share
useful insights and links on social
media channels regularly.
• Keep abreast of employment and
salary news, such as the CA ANZ
Remuneration survey.
• Follow industry leaders and
organisations that share your values
and are part of your goals.18
18

https://www.hays.com.au/career-advice/job-hunting/
building-your-personal-brand

Once you put in the effort to establish a personal
brand, you should put it to good use. It’s worth
joining online groups in your industry and staying
in touch with former employers. They may be your
referees or mentors of the future.
Network with former and current colleagues with
shared interests, even in the competition, as you
never know what opportunities may come up.
Consider developing a relationship with a recruiter,
just in case the perfect role comes up.
Build a relationship with a mentor or if you are a
senior executive become a mentor yourself and
find a mentee. Join boards, CA ANZ committees,
community committees such as P&Cs or local
sports clubs as well as not for profits.
Each time you make a new connection, it’s practice
for any job interview because you learn to discuss
your strengths and interests.
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Sell yourself — know your USP
• To transition successfully into your
next role, determine your unique
selling proposition USP, by answering
these questions with concrete
examples.
• Why should an employer hire you
over any other candidate?
• What (experience, skills or personality
traits) do you bring to the table that
others don’t?
• Are you particularly creative or
innovative?
• At the same time, know your
strengths and be prepared to discuss
how you manage your strengths and
your weaknesses.

CA ANZ

MENTOR EXCHANGE

BUILDING YOUR PERSONAL BRAND
& ONLINE PROFILE

6 TIME SAVING HACKS
TO HELP YOU TO MANAGE YOUR
PERSONAL BRAND ONLINE
PODCAST: HOW CAN LEADERS
USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO BUILD THEIR
PERSONAL BRAND
JOB SEARCHING TIPS
HOW TO WRITE A RESUME:
TIPS & TEMPLATE
JOB INTERVIEW PREPARATION AND
TIPS FOR SUCCESS
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After more than 12 years in senior executive
roles with Australia Post, at the end of 2017
Anjali Ilsley resigned without a new role. “It
was a leap of faith for me. However, I left
knowing that I needed to have a break to
spend time with my family and recharge my
batteries.”
Her original intention was to move into a
finance role in a not-for-profit that aligned
with her core values. “I spent six or seven
years out of finance in senior management,
but I realised that I still loved finance.”
Getting back into finance was a challenge
as she had to prove to others she had the
skills and capabilities and was up to date on
changed standards. “The effort was worth it
as I have learned so much about myself in the
transition back into finance,” she says.
Ilsley also faced the challenge of potential
employers saying that she didn’t have

experience in other sectors, although
she knew her knowledge and skills were
transferable to new sectors.
“Sometimes there’s an inherent fear and
uncertainty about your competence. It’s only
in the last few years that I’ve developed
greater confidence in my own knowledge,
skill set, innate ability and work ethic. I
really believe that we often underestimate
ourselves.”
Initially, Ilsley took a contract role as financial
controller with an international food packing
company, Hilton Foods, before accepting a
maternity leave role as Financial Accounting
Manager with Save the Children Australia
— subsequentely, becoming its Financial
Controller.
Although some of her career moves have
come through luck and great opportunities,
Ilsley says she’s taken time to make the right

decision. “I may not have planned all of my
career steps, but over time I developed a
vision of what I would like to achieve both
professionally and personally. There are
many thoughts going into making a decision,
but once I made it, I never second guessed
the decision.”
She says networking is one of the best ways
to identify your next opportunity. “Start
building your network, attending seminars,
or even just start chatting with others about
what interests you. You never know how a
simple introduction can open up a world
of opportunities.”
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You may not hit the mark the first time
but you can learn and grow from
those experiences.
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Most importantly, ask for
feedback from:
• the recruiter
• the interviewer
• your manager
• your mentor
• your colleagues.
Feed this information back into your
planning process, and decide what
action to take next.

It’s time to reassess where you are, and depending on your
situation you may take one or some of the following steps:
• Improve your interview skills
• Realise the role or the employer was not a good fit
• Recognise that you didn’t have the skills or experience
required
• Keep looking for the next role in the same or
competing organisation
• If appropriate, volunteer to work in a limited capacity
so you can test the waters and they can assess you
• Fill in your skills’ gap with a new course
• Get a mentor or a career coach
• Acknowledge your achievements, progress and
successes so far
• Modify your goals and timeframes in relation to what
you’ve learned.
If you were successful and got the new job, or are setting
up your new firm, then make a plan for the next 100 days.
It’s an important time to make an impact. Readjust your
personal and professional goals to take into account this
new development.

Further reading:
CA ANZ

MENTOR EXCHANGE
Harvard Business Review

STARTING A NEW JOB REMOTELY
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LinkedIn
Tick the ‘open to new opportunities’
check box in your LinkedIn settings
Get your LinkedIn profile up to
100% completion
Follow companies of interest on LinkedIn
Send a polite connection request with
message to 10 targeted profiles in
LinkedIn each day.
Review the profiles of your peers and
predecessors on LinkedIn to see what
steps their career paths have taken.
Join groups on LinkedIn like Chartered
Accountants Australia and New Zealand
and sector/skillset relevant groups.

Market mapping
Market map the sectors that appeal to you
Set up job alerts messages on relevant
job websites such as Seek and LinkedIn
Open a spreadsheet to track your
applications and to facilitate following up
on them
Check the ASX 200 List and AFR Top
500 Private Companies
Research the companies and sectors
that are of interest to you

Make a list of sectors that interest
you and are currently offering job
opportunities
Consider contract and interim roles
Send five speculative applications per
week to organisations of interest.

Networking
Review back issues of Acuity Magazine or
other business publications as research
and for networking suggestions.
Reconnect with the practice where you
trained; partners may have clients with
requirements now
Brainstorm a personal network list of
contacts to go through and reconnect
with in the weeks ahead
Create a spreadsheet of potential
contacts to keep track of your progress
Analyse closely the organisations and
business parks your locality to see what
organisations might be recruiting
Check the websites of Australian Trade
and Investment Commission, Business
Chambers and others
Are the Big 4 firms doing breakfast
networking meetings online now that you
could attend?

List out the top 10 buoyant sectors
in the current market and research
employment opportunities.

CV
Create a few different versions of your
CV, short/long, sector-specific etc
Tweak your CV each week and save new
version as you research specs
Seek feedback on your CV from a
number of professional sources.

Recruiters
Research three reputable recruiters to
partner with and build relationships
Seek recommendations of recruiters to
approach and get a warm introduction
where possible
Check in with your recruiter regularly for
an update either by mail or brief call.

Personal development
Use the CA Capability + tool to clarify
your development needs
Select a CPD or upskill course to start
soon
Speak to your mentor and discuss plan /
get an independent experienced mentor

Review the Chartered Accountants
Australia and New Zealand website for
webinars and articles
Use the time to devise a clear plan that
reflects what is important to you in terms
of a career roadmap and preferences
in relation to: salary / location / work
life balance / benefits / bonus / hours
flexibility / WFH / promotion prospects.

Interview preparation
Start practicing your interview technique
Build a one page bulleted ‘strengths and
weaknesses’ skillset list
Develop a bank of examples that you can
outline in interview that will showcase
your skills and competencies (use the
STAR format).

Self-care & wellbeing
Allocate time to connect with family and
friends
Build exercise and relaxation into your
weekly schedule
Try to make some time for your own
hobbies and interests each week.

DOWNLOAD JOB SEARCH CHECKLIST
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CA ANZ’s COVID-19 Resources hub is regularly updated
to keep you informed with the latest developments, tools
and resources to assist you with navigating the pandemic
and recovery. It also includes information on stimulus
and assistance packages available from New Zealand and
Australian governments.

Mentor Exchange
›› Mentor Exchange
We facilitate and support mentoring relationships with a
focus on career development, providing the network and
resources built on knowledge, experience and trust.

CA Capability Model and Capability+
›› CA Capability Model
CA ANZ has developed a new Capability Model to
inform and guide the development of the accounting
profession.
›› CA Capability+
This online diagnostic tool allows you to assess your
strengths and weaknesses and take control of your own
professional development.

My CA Opportunities Groups
›› My CA Opportunities Groups
At CA ANZ, we’re building a community for opportunity
on our My CA platform. In these tough economic times,
we want to help those that are looking for work, those that
are looking to promote an opportunity, and those that are
looking to help a little more.

Other resources
Chartered Accountants Ireland
›› Career development resources

Hays
›› Hays – Career Transition Toolkit

Library Resources
›› Future fit : how to stay relevant and competitive in the
future of work (eBook)
›› How to re-enter finance after an extended leave
(article)
›› The adaption advantage : let go, learn fast, and thrive in
the future of work (eBook)
›› Comeback careers : rethink, refresh, reinvent your
success — at 40, 50, and beyond (audiobook)
›› Switchers : how smart professionals change careers and
seize success (eBook)
›› Career rehab : rebuild your personal brand and
rethink the way you work (eBook)
›› Start now : because that meaningful job is out there,
just waiting for you (audiobook)

Mental Health Support
During the COVID-19 pandemic, as a member
of Chartered Accountants ANZ you can access
complimentary counselling services for you and
your family. Visit our CA Wellbeing page for more
information.
›› CA Wellbeing Australia
›› CA Wellbeing NZ
›› Beyond Blue (Australia)
›› Mental Health Foundation (New Zealand)
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This is an extremely challenging time for
many of CA ANZ members and regional
managers are here to support you in any
way they can.

My CA
›› My CA
Gain the support of other CAs with
My CA Groups . With the impact of
COVID-19 significantly changing our
day-to-day work life and operating
environment, you’ve probably got many
questions to ask. Now is a great time to
gain the advice of your CA network and
experts in your community. Explore
‘My Groups’ where you are able to ask
other CAs questions, as well as share your
knowledge and offer support to other
members. Discover groups relevant to
your interests and skills, or find a group of
like minded colleagues experiencing the
same challenges as you.

CA Wellbeing
›› CA Wellbeing
CA Wellbeing provides resources and
information to support mental health and
wellbeing for members. As a member of
Chartered Accountants ANZ, you can
access complimentary counselling services
for you and your family.

Member Services Team
Australia
›› Australia
1300 137 322
+61 2 9290 5660 (outside of Australia)
6am-8pm (AEST)
Monday - Friday (excl. Public Holidays)
New Zealand
›› New Zealand
0800 4 69422
+64 4 474 7840 (outside of New Zealand)
8am-10pm (NZ time)
Monday - Friday (excl. Public Holidays)
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Disclaimer
This information in this document is of a general nature only and is not, and is not intended to be advice. Before
making any decision or taking any action, you should consult with appropriate accounting, tax, legal or other
advisors. No warranty is given as to the correctness of the information contained in this publication, or of its
suitability for use by you. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Chartered Accountants Australia and New
Zealand (CA ANZ) its subsidiaries, affiliates and controlled entities, including the New Zealand Institute of
Chartered Accountants (together the CA ANZ Group) are not liable for any statement of opinion, or for any error
or omission contained in this publication and disclaims all warranties with regard to the information contained
in it, including, without limitation, all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.
The CA ANZ Group is not liable for any direct, indirect, special or consequential losses or damages of any kind,
or loss of profit, loss or corruption of data, business interruption or indirect costs, arising out of or in connection
with the use of this publication or the information contained in it, whether such loss or damage arises in contract,
negligence, tort, under statute, or otherwise. Where this document contains hyperlinks to websites operated by
third parties these linked websites are not under the control of CA ANZ Group and the CA ANZ Group is not
responsible for the contents of any linked website.
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